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About us

About us
One Northern Devon is a multi-sector partnership working together to improve
wellbeing in North Devon & Torridge. It aims to reduce health inequalities through
co-ordination of the activity of all partners involved in the wider determinants of
health through an approach that is person-centred and place-focussed.
At its heart is an understanding that people need more than just good NHS services to
keep well. A person’s living conditions, work and social environment have a big impact
on their health, even contributing to a difference in life expectancy of up to 15 years
in some areas of North Devon.
If we can tackle problems like unsuitable housing, poor employment prospects and
social isolation, we can help prevent the poor health that results from such factors.
In order to more effectively address issues like these, housing and environmental
services, education providers, employers, community groups, fire, police and health
and social care services need to work together.

Our vision
Our vision is that people in Northern Devon live
happy and healthy lives in safe, clean and
connected communities where people are
supportive of one another and aspirations are
achieved through equal access to the best education
& employment, whilst living in decent homes and
enjoying our world-class natural environment.

Inequalities are inter-related and place-based
"Disadvantages are
concentrated in
particular parts of the
population and can be
mutually reinforcing"
- King's Fund
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THE FLOW APPROACH
Our Flow Programme is our flagship approach to delivering
person-centred care that aims to transform the way services
support people with multiple or complex needs.
Why needed?
People most in need of support are least likely to receive it.
Many describe feeling ‘bounced around’ services telling
their story again & again. People feel distanced from the
professionals that support them as they get referred to
multiple services.

Key elements of Flow

Key elements of Flow

What is the OND ‘Flow’ approach?
Flow helps people get the full support they need to help
them manage difficult circumstances and traumatic
experiences. Rather than referring on, practitioners remain
their key supporters and have ‘What Matters’ conversations
that focus on the person’s goals and strengths as well as
their needs. A plan is developed together and the
practitioner ‘pulls in’ a team with the help of a Flow Coordinator so that support ‘flows’ around them.

HIGH FLOW

Supporting people
with the most
complex needs

YOUTH FLOW

PRIMARY CARE
FLOW

COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEATLH
FLOW

Supporting young
people to overcome
barriers to work

Supporting patients
with multiple needs
in primary care

Supporting people
discharged from
mental health wards

COMMUNITY
FLOW

Supporting people to
access community &
voluntary support

HIGH FLOW

//

In January 2020, One Northern Devon launched ‘High Flow’, a
personalised and holistic support programme for the 20 most
intensive users of public services in Northern Devon. The High Flow
programme aims to better meet the needs of these individuals and
use the learning to improve the future system response.

01

NUMBERS SUPPORTED
Currently there are 11 clients being supported by High Flow, Since the start, 17
people have been supported by the programme.

02

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Client 12 has remained in recovery & resilient despite facing an eviction from an 8
year tenancy solely due to her landlady selling the property.
Internal client recording system has been reviewed to enable better output and
outcome recording.
Use of POCA funding to support clients

03

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT 2 MONTHS
Gathering of data and client video evidence for High Flow evalutation report to
analyse project effectiveness and system learning.
Sustaining the High Flow programme beyond March 2022, aiming to
operationalise it and expand the capacity to enable more people to be supported.

04

BARRIERS, LEARNING, SUPPORT REQUIRED
The High Flow project has developed a System Learning Index that includes both a
'System Failure Index' and a 'System Success Index'. Support is requested from the
One Northern Devon board to consider each of the system issues noted and advise
on the appropriate action to be taken to address systemic issues.

AUG 2021

HIGH FLOW

INPUTS

//

High Flow Caseworker
High Flow Project Co-ordinator

OUTPUTS

JAN 2020 - JUN 2021

Support provided:
Budget Advice x 5
Food Parcel Given x 36
Form Filling x 11
General Money Advice x 1
Housing Advice Provided x 9
Support in finding alternative
accommodation x 8
Support to attend medical appts x 17
Support to contact and attend
counselling appointments x 5
Support to develop self care skills x 6
Support to Manage Tenancy/Licence x 2
Support with children x 1
Improved Devon Home Choice Banding x
1
Contact with Care Co-ordinator x 3
Team Around the Person meetings
conducted x 80

>>> EXIT

STRATEGY
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£

£48,000 per year

OUTCOMES
JAN 2020 - JUN 2021

Financial Gain Other x 1
Alternative Housing Secured x 1
Bailiff action prevented x 1
Supported to remain in property x 2
Connected with Community Developers x 1
Debt Repayment Negotiated x 5
Eviction averted/homelessness prevented x 3
External Health Assessment Conducted x 3
Financial Gain Charitable payment x 1
Home Care/aids/adaptations obtained x 2
Improved Living Conditions x 4
Improved engmnt w/Health Services x 19
Improved Family Relationships x 7
Improved Financial Status x 1
Improved life skills x 1
Improved meaningful activities x 1
Improved Motivation x 2
Improved Personal Hygiene x 2
Increased Independence x 2
Reduction on Public Services x 1
Supported into Accommodation x 4

Funding is secured to March 2022 through D&C Police, iBCF, &
Encompass. A High Flow evaluation has been commissioned and will
be used to support a request for statutory partners to include in their
operational budget planning for 2022/23 and onwards.

HIGH FLOW
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OTHER RESULTS

COMPLEX
NEEDS
ASSESSMENTS

PERSONAL
OUTCOME
EVALUATION
Client 1

Client 1

Client 2
Client 3

Client 2

Client 4
Client 8

Client 3

Client 12

Client 4

> 12 months
Baseline

Client 16
0/

10/

20/

30/

40/

1. In general, I feel I am in charge of the situation in which I live

Client 5

2. I have a sense of direction and purpose in life

Client 8

3. In general, I feel confident and positive about myself
4. I often feel overwhelmed by my responsibilities

Client 12

5. I feel that my personal circumstances are understood by the relevant services
6. I feel supported by relevant services to meet my goals

0/

10/

20/

30/

40/

There has been an average 11.5 point reduction in the complex needs
of the clients on the programme. The complex needs assessment
shows a high correlation with demand.

1= STRONGLY DISAGREE, 6 = STRONGLY AGREE

Personal outcome measures were not recorded at the start of the project
due to the complexity and number of questions being asked. New
measures have now been agreed and are being recorded but we are
unable yet to measure personal scores from the baseline position.

"We need to demonstrate to everyone – not least the critical minds of the Treasury – where
improvements are taking place and how they are delivering efficiencies as well as improving
health outcomes.
The good news is that much is already happening up and down the country.
Take for example the High Flow project in Northern Devon which has brought agencies together
to reduce A&E demand among those with complex and multiple needs.
Matthew Taylor, Chief Executive, NHS Confederation

IMPACT ON
SERVICES

Cost saving across all services
when comparing pre-project
demand to current demand is:

£198,776

HIGH FLOW
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CASE STUDY

Jamie - 36, referred by Barnstaple Alliance Primary Care Network
I don’t want to carry on living a crappy life, I want to get better - Jamie
He has the best support team ever and I can’t
thank you enough - Jamie's Mum
'Jamie' is well known to emergency services due to frequent crises
involving drugs, alcohol and suicidal ideation. Police have ‘county lines’
concerns. Jamie had a difficult childhood and lives with 8 Adverse
Childhood Experiences.
When the High Flow Case Worker (HFCW) met with him in July 2020. They
discussed what was important to him - his mum, his children and family;
his strengths - he is a good musician, and played squash for Devon when
he was young - he'd love to play again. His goals were to get support for
his with mental health, drug and alcohol addictions, debt, physical
health and mobility, social isolation, and to move house and have a fresh
start.
A Team around the Person meeting (TAP) was held with representatives
from Adult Social Care, DPT, GP, NHS Physio, Together Devon, Police,
Wisermoney, One Barnstaple Community Developer and Southcott, a
provision commissioned by DPT Social Care.
Jamie looks forward to his TAP meetings and is now consistently sober
and active for them. Fewer organisations attend as demand for their
service has reduced. After one TAP meeting, Jamie told the group "Thank
you, I appreciate your help. You are saving my life. Life is so busy at the
moment & it all looks so positive"
High Flow paid for 12 swimming sessions for Jamie which inspired him to
participate in other activities. He now pays for these himself. Jamie is
still striving to improve his health and lifestyle. Episodes of drinking
have become much less frequent and recovery has been much quicker.
He recently felt able to disclose a Loan Shark situation & the HFCW
supported him to report this to the appropriate authority – Illegal Money
Lending. This is currently being considered due to fear of reprisals.
With the support of the HFCW, Jamie attended sessions with his Care Coordinator regularly and so has moved further towards being considered
for therapy. The HFCW has supported Jamie to create video story books
for his 5 year old daughter who he has not seen for 18 months (both due
COVID & relationships with his ex-wife because of his alcoholism &
mental health issues). Relations have now been built to a stage where all
parties have a goal of meeting face to face in the coming months.

YOUTH FLOW

//

Youth Flow is a person centred, strengths based, holistic
approach to employment support for young people who are
either furthest from the labour market and/or from
disadvantaged groups and with multiple complex needs. It
aims to help young people overcome the barriers they face to
employment, whether that be health, housing, financial or
other barriers.

01

NUMBERS SUPPORTED
44 young people have been referred by DWP onto the programme and 30 young
people are currently being supported

02

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
1 young person started a volunteering role, 1 started work and 4 TAP meetings were
carried out this month. 4 of the businesses contacted were willing to engage in
Youth Flow and 1 young person started a paid role from this engagement

03

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT 2 MONTHS
Youth Flow newsletter
Business involvement with Wellbeing Support package

04

BARRIERS, LEARNING, SUPPORT REQUIRED
DWP Work Coaches refer young people to this programme when they recognise they
don't have the time or expertise to help them with their particular barriers. We have
learnt that these barriers take time to overcome and have become more focusssed on
putting in the right support rather than focussing on getting jobs.
The biggest barrier outside of the control of the young people is finding suitable and
affordable housing. This is a critical issue and one that needs to be addressed urgently
in the Levelling Up agenda.

AUG 2021

YOUTH FLOW

INPUTS

//

Youth Flow Co-ordinator
Youth Progress Coach
Youth Flow Lead Mentor

OUTPUTS

NOV 2020 - JUL 2021

Businesses contacted x 128
Businesses willing to engage x 15
Community mentors x 21
Mentors trained x 10
Young people engaging with a mentor x 2
Organisations trained x 4
Businesses having wellbeing package x 2
Mental Health First Aid 4 x employers x 8
Personal progress plans started x 30
Final personal progress plans completed x 2
Appointments/interventions x 1926 (426 hrs)
Team Around the Person (TAP) meetings x 5
Budget Advice provided x 7
CVs created x 23
Food Parcel provded x 4
Form Filling x 17
General Money Advice x 7
Welfare Benefits & Housing Advice x 14
Interview Skills x 6
Research x 11
Support finding alternative accomm x 1
Support to attend clinical appointments x 6
Support to develop self care skills x 5
Support with children x 1

>>> EXIT

STRATEGY
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£

£98,000 per year

OUTCOMES
NOV 2020 - JUL 2021

Young people in work:
Started work x 1
For 1 month or more x 5
For 3 months or more x 4
Young people in training or education x 7
Young people having participated in
volunteering x 7
Young people having participated in Work
Experience placements x 11
Employment financial gain other x 3
Alternative Housing Secured x 2
Appropriately engaging with GP x 1
Eviction averted/homelessness prevented
x4
Improved Living Conditions x 1
Improved Family Relationships x 1
Improved life skills x 14
Improved meaningful activities x 6
Improved Motivation x 7
Improved Physical Health x 4
Improved Social Relationships x 10
Improved Social Skills x 3
Supported Housing accepted x 1

DWP have funded this project for one year from November
2020 to October 2021. We are currently in discussions with
DWP as to whether this will be extended.

YOUTH FLOW
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OTHER RESULTS

COMPLEX
NEEDS
ASSESSMENTS

PERSONAL
OUTCOME
EVALUATION
1. In general, I feel I am in charge of
the situation in which I live

average score of 7 out of 48
Complex Needs score

Pre-engagement

Baseline
Post

2. I have a sense of direction and
purpose in life
3. In general, I feel confident and
positive about myself

average
score of 2
out of 48
Complex
Needs
score

Post-engagement

0/

4. I often feel overwhelmed by my
responsibilities
5. I feel that my personal
circumstances are understood by
the relevant services

2/

4/

6/

8/

There has been an average 5 point reduction in the complex needs of
the young people on the programme which fits with the aim of the
programme to reduce barriers to employment

5. I feel that my personal
circumstances are understood by
the relevant services

0/

2/

4/

1= strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree
There has been an average 1.95 (out of 6) point improvement in
personal outcome evaluation measures

Complex Needs Assessment
Each of the below categories is scored from 0 to 4 or 0 to 8 with 0 being the least complex. The higher the score the more complex the needs of the individual.

1. Engagement with frontline services
4 = Does not engage at all or keep appointments
2. Intentional Self Harm
4 = Immediate risk to physical safety as a result
of deliberate self-harm or suicide attempt
3. Unintentional Self Harm
4 = Immediate risk to physical safety as a result
of self-neglect, unsafe behaviour, or inability to maintain a
safe environment
4. Risk to others
8 = Immediate risk to physical safety of others as a result of
dangerous behaviour or offending/criminal behaviour
5. Risk from others
8 = Evidence of abuse or exploitation from other individuals
or society

6. Stress and anxiety
8 = Severe reactiveness to stressors, self-destructive,
antisocial or have other outward manifestations
7. Social Effectiveness
4 = Lacking in almost any social skills; inappropriate
response to social cues; aggressive
9. Impulse control
4 = Frequent and/or severe outbursts/aggressive
behaviour, e.g., behaviours which could lead to criminal
charges / Anti Social Behaviour Orders / risk to or from
others / property
10. Housing
4 = Rough sleeping / "sofa surfing"

6/

YOUTH FLOW
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CASE STUDY

Ryan - 23
At the beginning I had some debts to clear up; with the council and utilities
such as gas and water, James [Youth Flow Progress Coach] was keen to go
over and analyse those matters and spoke to the necessary people involved
to help me.
There was also the matter of housing ... James helped contact
NDH and the council to alleviate the issue to find a way
around the matter without causing myself to be homeless and
have further stress after recent events.
James ... has approached every matter with the utmost
concern and efficiency therefore dealing with them well
enough to have a good outcome. - Ryan

Prior to 'Ryan's' referral into the Youth Flow programme in November
2020, he had lived with, and been the main carer for his father who had
physical health issues.
His father died suddenly three weeks prior to referral, leaving him at
risk of homelessness and debt. He was in a state of grief with little
family support.
He was left with a two bedroom flat which he was no longer eligible
for and was handed official notice to vacate by 27th December. He
described 'debt collection letters being dropped through the letter box'
and was uncertain what to do.
His Youth Flow Progress Coach (YFPC) met with Ryan and they
discussed what mattered to him. His immediate concern was to get
help to manage his debt and money issues, get stable housing and then
get secure employment. He has a passion for dogs and much of his
friendship is around pedigree dogs and dog shows.
With the support of Youth Flow, Ryan has had the following outcomes:
Referred to Wiser Money which helped manage finances and bills
and set up utilities under his name
All debt (council tax and SWW) written off related to the previous
property
Emergency fuel vouchers awarded and refund from EON given
DHC banding increased from D to B
As a result, Ryan was able to find stable, long-term accommodation
that he can afford to live in on his own. He has also secured work at a
friend's Dog Salon where he is training as a dog groomer.

PRIMARY CARE FLOW
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Primary Care Flow is testing whether the Flow model can work
further upstream in a more preventative and targeted way,
utilising our existing workforce to provide a more personcentred and joined-up approach. There is no dedicated support
worker for patients, instead a Flow Co-ordinator supports
professionals to join up support so that it flows around the
individual and addresses what matters.

01

PROJECT STAGE
Prototype 1 completed with 3 patients and 3 GPs
Prototype 2 initiated with further patient, further 2 patients/GPs being recruited

02

DESCRIPTION
Lead professional has ‘What Matters’ conversation with patient in the context of their circumstances,
relationships and past experiences. The patient identifies their goals, alongside what helps and what
prevents them achieving them. A ‘Team around the Person’ (TAP) is formed by the Flow Co-ordinator to
support the patient with their individual needs from any relevant service from all sectors including the
voluntary and community sector through the ‘One Communities’.

03

COHORT DESCRIPTION
Aged 20-44 AND [depression OR anxiety OR autism OR learning disability] AND obesity AND living in
LSOA with lowest deprivation quintile.
Cohort was chosen as thought to have markers of current and future mental and physical health
problems and significant exposure to social determinants of poor health. Younger age group selected as
a ‘way in’ to families/households and exposure to adverse social determinants increased by COVID-19

04

RATIONALE
Increasingly patients present to primary care with mental health problems, medically unexplained
symptoms, chronic pain and polypharmacy. Although attending with health presentations, factors
contributing to these are often not biomedical but social and frequently underpinned by adverse life
experiences. Even though their needs would be better served by other services, we have insufficient
time or knowledge to link with those agencies. Patients with multiple needs bounce from one service to
another - repeating their story time and again and never getting their underlying needs met. Primary
Care Flow provides the tools and roles needed to deliver patient-centred care.

PRIMARY CARE FLOW

INPUTS

//

AUG 2021

Flow Co-ordinator (p/t)
Lead professional time for
What Matters conversations

OUTPUTS

NOV 2020 - JUN 2021

Flow Toolkit for Primary Care devised
Primary Care Flow Pack developed, roles
defined
Training for GPs for ‘trauma informed’
conversations
3 x sets of conversations held with 3
patients to identify what matters and
their goals
3 x Team around the Person meetings &
10 x Community around the Person
meetings/ interactions

£

£20,000 per year

OUTCOMES
JAN 2020 - JUN 2021

GPs reported a significant increase in:
understanding the circumstances affecting
the health of their patient; knowing what is
important to them; being able to support
their patient with non-medical issues
affecting their health, and in satisfaction
with their patient consultation (6-point
scaling questions)
3 participating patients have provided
baseline scores, follow up scores due for
collection. Qualitative interviews all
describe support for the approach and all
have agreed to be part of the co-design
process.
Undiagnosed long term condition identified
and treated
Observation that all 3 pts, although not
targeted for this, had each experienced
ACEs/previous abuse

>>> EXIT

STRATEGY

After prototyping, we will move on to pilot stage with practices
invited to take part from each of the 4 PCNs. The pilot will aim to
test both the effectiveness, efficiency and scaleability of the model.

PRIMARY CARE FLOW
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“We often find as GPs that other areas
of patients’ lives will be impacting on
their medical or mental health
problems, we're probably not very
good at addressing these things as
GPs on our own, we'll kind of focus in
on the medical problem, things that
we can fix, treat with medication, and
referrals and will not necessarily
ignore, but they are things that we
know that we can't really help with”
– GP, Barnstaple

FLOW LOGIC MODEL EFFECTIVE &
ECONOMICAL?

PRIMARY CARE FLOW

//

CASE STUDY

It was easier to address the problems all in one go rather
than me have to try and speak to them individually. We
worked through the points one by one, and what was going
to happen next and ways to resolve it. It wasn’t all
over the place it was very structured.
- Hayley, following her attendance at her
Team around the Person (TAP) meeting)

Hayley is a 23 year old mum of one. She was identified
through the PHM data search (aged 20-44, with
depression/anxiety, obesity and living in an area of
deprivation). She has IBS, and has been a victim of
Domestic Abuse.
The most important thing to Hayley is her daughter
and ensuring that she grows up in a safe and healthy
environment. She would like to improve her anxiety,
her housing problems, her general health and weight,
and her job prospects. She has had an ongoing
problem with damp and mould in her social housing
property which has resulted in her having to throw
away her daughter's baby clothes and other
sentimental items. She worries that her daughter's
health could be affected as her father has asthma.
Following the What Matters conversation with her GP,
the Flow Co-ordinator pulled in a team to work with
Hayley on her goals. The team included DWP and the
Youth Flow team for her employment and nursery
placements and she is now working part-time.
Her social landlord is investigating the cause of the
extreme damp and mould in her home and volunteers
are being sought to help her sort her garden so it is
safe for her child to play in.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH FLOW

//

The Community Mental Health Flow service bridges the gap between
inpatient care and community support and facilitates more timely
and effective discharges by providing enhanced support for people
as they continue their recovery in the community.

01

KEY OBJECTIVES
Help clients achieve recovery goals
Support with managing benefits handling, personal budgets and finance advice
Facilitate opportunities for educational, work-related and social activities
Work alongside clinical details of treatment and support plan
Help to secure and maintain housing

02

NUMBERS SUPPORTED
5 clients referred into the service in July
3 clients discharged or no longer needing the service this month
2 clients waiting to start/consent
3 visits/sessions held with clients this month
3 introductory visits made to clients on ward this month
3 clients actively being worked with this month

03

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
TAP meetings are a positive process of the CMHF project, and give individuals the
opportunity to voice their goals aspirations and what their recovery journey looks
like to them, with their clinicians and MHCF staff.
Earlier access to the ward has now been agreed so that recovery work can begin
before clients leave hospital

04

BARRIERS, LEARNING, SUPPORT REQUIRED
Lack of ongoing support with benefits Housing and Mental Health support, i.e.Routine telephone calls after Navigator’s work has come to an end.
Navigator feels certain clients with SMI would benefit from Mental Health
Advocates when engaging with certain onwards referrals, like Wisermoney etc.

AUG 2021

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH FLOW

INPUTS

CMHF Navigator

OUTPUTS

MAR 2021 - JUL 2021

Number of connections made to
community services:
Healthy Active Lifestyle Services x 1
Well Being Services not Mental Health
Specific x 1
Referals to Community Developer x 2
Referrals to Wisermoney x 1
Other x 10
Number of TAPs held this month x 1

//
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£

£46,500 per year

OUTCOMES
JAN 2020 - JUN 2021

Currently the outcomes for this service:
Patient satisfaction
Clinical/referrer satisfaction
are not being consistently collected and this
will be addressed. It is difficult to include
patient outcomes such as stable housing and
work as the CMHF Navigator only works with
patients in the first few weeks after
discharge.

Number of connections/onward referrals
made to statutory services:
Community Mental Health Team x 10
Housing Services x 1

>>> EXIT

STRATEGY

Funding is secured to the end of October 2021 from DPT. It is
hoped that sustainable funding will come from the Community
Mental Health Framework which includes this role.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH FLOW //

CASE STUDY

Colin - discharged from mental health ward
Excellent support provided after discharge across all areas of
need, which reduces social stressors and promotes mental
wellbeing. Likely to support recovery and reduce risk of relapse.
I will continue to refer inpatients.
- DPT Discharge Facilitator

The Community Mental Health Navigator (CMHN) visited Colin in
hospital where they discussed his situation. His biggest concern at
that point was that he had no permanent housing to return to.
The CMHN met with Colin in his emergency accommodation to
discuss what mattered to him and goals. He needed to find
accommodation having only 52 days access to emergency housing
before facing homelessness.
He wanted to start applying for work but needed a fixed abode to
be able to do this. Colin was also interested in doing some
volunteering - carpentry, groundswork or gardening.
The CMNH arranged for a Team around the Person (TAP) meeting
through the Flow Co-ordinator, and at that meeting Colin was able
to discuss his goals and needs. Wiser Money staff helped complete a
PIP form and then continued to help with budgeting, insurance
documentation and other financial matters.
The CMHN meet with Colin daily on his return from hospital, they
walked and talked, collecting food bank vouchers and attending
the Freedom Centre for clothing. She advocated for him to locate
his post and documents for his van insurance with his family. She
called the psychiatric unit he was initially admitted to and was able
to locate his van.
A follow-up TAP was held to access the 'Community around the
Person' which included the One Community Developer to identify
local volunteering opportunities.
Colin has now been accepted for housing through his application
and continues his work with Wiser Money, Encompass and
Community Developers, he volunteered on an allotment and has
now secured himself a job in labouring.
Colin said the service has exceeded his expectations, he felt things
have gone quickly and smoothly since leaving hospital and has
been very happy with the support he has received.

COMMUNITY FLOW

//
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OND Community Flow aims to bring together the different
kinds of community support available. Projects which sit
under this work stream include the Home from Hospital
service and Connecting with Communities, both in
conjunction with Northern Devon Healthcare Trust.

01
02

NUMBERS SUPPORTED
28 people have been referred into the Community Flow service to date

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
17 fully inducted volunteers available to support patients in their homes
All referrals made have been actioned with volunteer visit where needed or a phone call if
that was the preferred option for the patient.
Volunteer visit checklist produced and sent to each volunteer before a visit.
Successful funding application from NHS Charities Together (starts September)

03

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT 2 MONTHS
Patient leaflet has been amended by NDHT Comms – awaiting final sign
Volunteer refresher and service update event organised

04

BARRIERS, LEARNING, SUPPORT REQUIRED
Time capacity to organise volunteer refresher event (need to include new offers and
introductions ie to the Warm Homes Advisor service from 361 Energy) and
streamline volunteer recruitment process - NDHT offering short-term admin
support to help with this until September when the service will be fully funded
Gap identified in support for people around meal preparation

COMMUNITY FLOW

INPUTS

//

1.1 FTE Community Flow
Manager

£

AUG 2021

£51,500 per year

Outputs and Outcomes
To date:
17 volunteers recruited and completed induction and training
Referrals into service x 28
July 2021:
Referrals into service x 4
Volunteer checklist completed x 2
Volunteer feedback form returned x 2
'Community Around Person' meeting conducted x 3
Discharge issues raised with ward x 1 (medication)
Signposting to community activities x 1
Connections made to statutory support x 3
Connections made to voluntary support x 1
2 patients supported by volunteers on return home from hospital
1 x referrer (BRI) expressed satisfaction with the service - once contact established

To note:
There have been a number of barriers to overcome with this service including, but not
limited to, the capacity of NDHT Infection Control teams to support volunteer training
and induction during the pandemic.
The original funding for the project ran out in June 2021 and the new funding that has
been sourced does not start until September 2021 therefore the OND core team have
been responding to referrals but not promoting the service due to lack of capacity to
recruit more volunteers and provide refresher training for existing volunteers as well
as lack of capacity to ensure safeguarding of additional volunteers following visits.
In September the service will be fully funded by NHS Charities Together for two years
so a communications campaign to ensure health and social care staff are aware of the
service and additional volunteers will be recruited.

>>> EXIT

STRATEGY

Funding is secured to September 2023 for the Home from
Hospital Service from NHS Charities Together funding

COMMUNITY FLOW

//

CASE STUDY

Lydia - discharged from hospital

'Lydia' was discharged from hospital back to home
in a very rural part of North Devon. The ward
contacted the OND volunteer co-ordinator to see
if a volunteer could visit her when she got home
to check everything was ok.
A Home from Hospital volunteer visited the
patient on the day she was discharged as her
daughter lived at a distance and wouldn’t be
arriving till the following day. When the volunteer
arrived, the patient seemed well if a little
confused (mild dementia).
The patient had a friend in the house with her at
the time who was also supporting her. The
volunteer went through the volunteer checklist
provided. The patient has support and didn’t want
to be connected to groups or other services.
On going through the checklist, the volunteer and
patient's friend highlighted that the patient didn’t
seem to have come home with any medication
even though on admittance to hospital had taken
a large amount in with her.
On leaving the address, the volunteer called the
HFH co-ordinator who took these details. The HFH
co-ordinator called the ward to check. The Staff
nurse contacted the Care Agency who were going
in the following day to make sure that the patient
had everything she needed.
No further support was needed for the patient as
care agency and family support was in place for
the following day.

The One Community infrastructure
and One Community Developers
were a vital part of Northern
Devon's Community Covid
response.
The SWAHSN report on this
response can be found here:
https://www.swahsn.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/SWAHSN-SocialPrescribing-Case-Study-7_FINAL.pdfding

Chair: Cllr Rod Donovan
Community Developer: Charmain Lovett
Community priorities:
The priorities identified by One Ilfracombe following engagement with Ilfracombe residents and considering the
local public health data are:
Increasing life expectancy
Enabling older people to remain independent longer
Helping our young people to reach their potential
Increased growth of local business
More Ilfracombe residents in work
Improving town image
More residents feeling proud
Outputs:
Successful living well meeting held in both June and July. Presentations from One Northern Devon, Devon
Community Foundation, Northern Devon Healthcare Trust (Care Opinion) and Ilfracombe Junior school
regarding their application to provide additional SEN support for Ilfracombe families).
CL visited the Straw Patch Project which is a CIC based on the outskirts of town and have created a
wonderful vegetable patch which they want to open up to support people’s mental health. CL is supporting
them with funding applications and connecting them to our community groups.
CL has been setting up the insurances for Men’s Shed for the year as they start to take steps to getting back
up and running (working within the guidelines of course).
The Opening Doors project with Studio 20 was accepted meaning there is additional funding to support
young people who may look like they are going in the wrong direction to attend twice-weekly gym classes
for free in order to boost confidence in a peer led environment. The participants will be referred in by the
local police/PCSOs
Free yoga, Pilates and Qigong classes have now started at Body Aware Pilates thanks to the Tackling
Inequalities Funding.
Park Yoga is still very successful, happening at Killacleave Ilfracombe every Sunday. This has been extended
for a further few weeks.

Outcomes:
40 people per week attending Park Yoga
12 regular members of the Ilfracombe
Men's shed
24 attendees for free yoga, Qigong and
Pilates
Funding for Straw patch - £4000.00
Funding for Opening Doors - £1500.00

Chair: Dr Ruth Tapsall
Community Developer: Lara Eley

Community priorities:
One Atlantic is a Community forum consisting of private, public, charitable and third
sector organisations. Our main focus is the health and wellbeing of our local
communities in Bideford and the surrounding areas.
We work closely with our local social prescribing team to identify the needs of the
community and develop projects to meet these needs.
We use our Community Engagement to identify projects such as mental health
issues and physical activity need and work together to develop projects.
Focus on; Mental health, community development linked to social prescribing and
supportig activities within the community
Outputs June/July:
Mental health network meeting, bringing together community mental health team,
One Communities and other mental health workers across Torridge
Horse riding project in partnership with Bideford Academy, funded by Active Devon
Wellbeing event in conjunction with DWP - supporting the Kickstart young people
on their journey into employment. Being held at Bideford Rugby Club

Outcomes:
Horse riding sessions
6 students have taken part in the horse riding sessions in conjunction with Bideford
Academy. Improved behaviour at school. One student accessing course to encourage her to
come back to school. Activity vouchers were used for this as applied for by Lara from Active
Devon Tackling Inequalities funding.
Home from Hospital referrals
4 Home from Hospital referrals
for Bideford area.
Lara has supported by linking patients
into community services
Social Prescriber Wellbeing workshops
– 8 – 10 participants per week for 6 weeks.
Sessions included, talks on different
wellbeing topics; chair exercises, nutrition,
sleep etc.

Chair: Dr Simon Jones
Community Developer: Ella McCann
The priorities identified by One Barnstaple following
engagement with Barnstaple residents and considering
the local public health data are:
1. Mental health within Barnstaple
2. Food Network
3. Volunteer Bank
4. Groop Platform
5. Home from Hospital

Outputs:
Virtual meeting held to develop two Men's Sheds in
the town centre and in the outskirts
Groop communication platform developed with 75
active members & used to post updates &
information with the One Barnstaple partnership
One Barnstaple Mental Health Network meeting held.
Agreement for Community Mental Health Team to use
the Groop platform to find and share community
information - making use of Groop as a virtual hub
Community members supported in last 2 months:
3 requests through NDC Covid Hub, 2 ongoing complex cases one linked with Social Prescriber and under Adult
Safeguarding other having had 2 safeguarding adults concerns raised by me in the last 4 weeks and ongoing work
with CDP and RFI to support. Several ongoing within the community through relationships built in the last year OB CD offering check in as and when a community member or volunteer needs it for advice/guidance/signposting.
Professionals supported/connecting clients to activities through their worker:
Attended meetings for Barnstaple Community Team (H&S Care). Several tailored resource listings for individuals
communicated via email with some having video calls with professionals to establish what was needed and build
stronger relationships with key workers. Met with CMHT for lunch and team meeting. Several ideas came from
this and will be explored. Have had 2 or 3 direct enquiries for suggestions/links by team members for their
clients. Also supporting CMH Team Members to explore diversionary activities available already in the community
and what they need to do to facilitate something of interest to their client group if unable to link initially in with
an existing community resource. Discussed concerns over no "quality stamp" for community groups for
professionals to safely refer into especially when sending people with multiple complexities.
CAPS/TAPS/High Flow Cases involved in: 5 or 6. Often offering ideas and suggestions of what's available but
also gathering information about what's needed to support individuals through volunteering with a view to
building these offers into the Volunteer Bank if not duplicating already existing community resource.
Mental Health Network: 3 meetings held sharing information and knowledge. Supporting each other to know
what's working and what isn't. Positive outcomes have included Learn Devon and Holly at Fern Centre linking up
to plan, Clarity counselling gathering info on gaps and existing services for bids, Survivors Alliance having more
awareness of other services available to link their clients into.

Chair: Annemarie Shillito
Community Developer: Martin Rawle

Community priorities:
The priorities identified by Torrington 100 following engagement with residents
and considering the local public health data are:
Objectives:
Torrington 100 was set up in response to the needs of the Torridge
community related to health and wellbeing.
Create a Forum that allows all local stakeholders to have a say in the
continuing future development of their community, related to wellbeing,
involving:
Residents
Public sector
Voluntary and community sector
Private sector
Be part of the wider Devon Integrated Care System (ICS) and in particular One
Northern Devon
Build Community Capacity by delivering sustainable activities, projects and
services to meet peoples’ needs.
Outputs:
Agreement for Torrington Youth Forum to be held, involving Torridge District
Council, Torrington Town Council and youth groups within Torrington
Development of Torrington Nursery garden with RHS Rosemoor underway site visit held with interested parties
Plans for Torrington Community Health and Wellbeing Fayre in development.
Torridge Mental Health sub group continuing
Home from Hospital recruitment continuing

Outcomes:
3 volunteers recruited for Home from Hospital

HOLSWORTHY AND DISTRICT
COMMUNITY FORUM
Community priorities:

Chair: Geoff Cusick
Community Developer: Bridget Cordory

Community Engagement currently underway for Holsworthy and District Community Forum.
This engagement, alongside joint strategic needs assessment data for Holsworthy will form
the aims and objectives for HCDF.
The Forum will meet as often as it needs to in order to develop and implement local action
plans based on their individual needs and assets.
It will assess it needs through:
Engaging with residents and businesses
Understanding their public health needs using the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
(Devon County Council)
Engaging with local service providers
Holsworthy and District Community Forum will develop a joint action plan to meet these
needs

Outputs:
Walk talk and photography event held funded by Active Devon (photo below)
Coffee morning held to kick start
community Engagement
Mental Health group for Torridge held conversations regarding use of link
centre and possible drop in sessions in
local cafes
Outcomes:
3 people attended the walk talk and
photography session
27 people attended the HDCF coffee
morning and completed the community
engagement survey.

LIVE WELL IN BRAUNTON
Chair: Dr Susanna Hill
Community Developer: Sophie Heaton

Community priorities:
Live Well in Braunton is a community resource helping people to live healthier and
happier lives. Our aim is to make the village more connected and build social equity
across the community’
We are a team of local people who are engaged with most of the voluntary and
statutory organisations across Braunton. We support existing projects, help identify
gaps within the community and bring people together to fill them. We also work very
closely with our local GP Surgery at Caen Medical Centre providing 1 to 1 support for
individuals via our social prescriber.
Men’s Shed – this is a large piece of development work that will support men of all ages across
Braunton and all the surrounding rural parishes. We are seeking a large amount of capital
investment and are currently working on the funding bid. Although targeted at men, the project
will be inclusive.
The Parish Council has agreed to provide us with a Letter of intent, their agreement for us to use
the old Stoney Bridge Depot at Knowle as a permanent home for the Mens Shed subject to
planning permission. We still have a number of challenges but the letter will allow us to apply for
funding and provides us some security to continue with the long-term project.
Now lock down restrictions have lifted we have started to set up an Interim Shed using the
committee room at the Parish Hall and the small piece of land outside. We held a meeting on 7
August for Men who were interested in being part of a bigger working group to get the temporary
Shed up and running – we are now 21 strong, although we know there are many more people
waiting in the wings for when the Shed is up and running.
Next meeting is on 21 August, where we hope to start clearing the ground outside the Parish Hall,
take the Shedders to see the site at Knowle and maybe squeeze in a cooked breakfast somewhere
along the way.
Community Connecting Volunteers & Companion Walks
Walking support for those who are lonely and isolated and are struggling to leave the home and
make contact with the outside world. This is an on-going need that has been compounded by
COVID.
Completed walk leader training
Supporting community group recovery
Supporting existing groups that are struggling to re-start post COVID e.g., Walking for health
Young people wellbeing support
Developing a cross-community project to look at community well-being support for our young
people up to age 25

Community priorities:
The priorities identified by One South Molton
following engagement with South Molton
residents and considering the local public
health data are:

Chair: Maria Hosegood
Community Developer: Cass Chan

Objectives:
To enable individuals and the South Molton Community to improve and promote their own
health and well-being.
To support families and vulnerable members of the community with the effects of the
pandemic, including food support
To work closely with the South Molton Social prescriber to identify community need and
develop projects and support to meet these needs
Outputs:

Community Fridge developed and handed over to
the YMCA in South Molton
Help at Home project in development with North
Devon Voluntary Services
Successful recruitment of new Community
Developer for South Molton
Seated Tai Chi developed in South Molton - funding
obtained through
Active Devon by One South Molton
Community Cooking classes in development
Outcomes:
40 half term food hampers were distributed by the
Community Fridge
2 Cleaners have been successfully recruited for Help at
Home project
Average of 12 people are attending the weekly seated
Tai Chi sessions for over 65's as funded through Active
Devon.
Supported with 2 Home from Hospital referrals

ECONOMY, EMPLOYMENT & SKILLS
People's health is
primarily shaped
by factors outside
the direct
influence of
health care. The
gap of over 15
years in life
expectancy
between people
in the most and
least deprived
areas of Devon is
explained - not
by our ability to
see a doctor, but
by differences in
our experience of
the things that
make us healthy
including good
work and
education.
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The nature of the market recovery as the economic threats of
Covid diminish, is showing a different and very new way in
which business is conducted and business priorities are being
re-shaped. The whole trend towards hybrid working has
enforced a change regarding employer/ employee relationships,
encouraged a new approach to productivity and enabled many
businesses to understand the value of work-based wellbeing.

In parallel with this, the Government have set some new challenges for the
transition to recovery period. They have re-based the economic strategies around
levelling up. There is also a greater focus on a “free market economy”. Barriers to
growth still include skills, sustainability and artificial intelligence.
In light of this, the current work of the Committee is to take evidence from key
stakeholders, re-evaluate priorities, ensure alignment with other network bodies
and initiatives and, crucially, to establish a communication strategy which is
flexible to these changing market circumstances.

Chair: Tim Jones, South West Business Council

ADDRESSING FUEL POVERTY
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The strength of the OND Fuel Poverty group is its crossfunctional, multi-organisational approach to tackling the issue.
The team includes members from OND, NDHT, NDC, TDC, 361
Energy, North Devon Homes and Public Health Devon

INPUTS

1.5 FTE Warmer Homes Advisor
1.0 FTE Warmer Homes
Co-ordinator

£

£133,739 Redress
£60,000 NDC
£875,000 LAD 2

FUEL POVERTY

01

02

03
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LOCALITY STATS

LOCALITY CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
OND Fuel Poverty Group - key players from all sectors tackling this issue together
OND Fuel Poverty Strategy signed off by OND partners
Redress funding secured providing: 1.5 FTE Warmer Homes Advisor
3 year contract with North Devon Council to support vulnerable clients (£60k)

04

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT 2 MONTHS
Focus groups/targeted interviews with people currently facing fuel poverty
Fuel poverty service design and launch plan
Employ Warmer Homes Service Advisor

AUG 2021

SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMEMT
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Supply chain
management is
currently tackled on a
sector basis, yet the
nature of integrated
supply chains is
complex and invariably
covers a number of
sectors and themes.
Benefits are frequently
not recognised,
particularly in respect
of indirect job creation.

01

GOALS/OUTCOMES
A coordinated approach to local sourcing with a specific focus on understanding and
stimulating local supply chain development is a major opportunity to link wellbeing agendas
with healthy economies and healthy communities. Maintaining a strategy that incorporates
this overarching approach can be empowering and enable agreed economic and strategic
outputs. North Devon Biosphere provides a vehicle for this. Examples against sectors include:
Environmental improvements
Natural capital economic activity
Food & Drink

02

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Pilot programme reviewed and evaluated
Scope of project assessed and costed
Market testing completed
Key stakeholders consulted
Delivery pilot concept prepared

03

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT 2 MONTHS
Secure commitment from Local Suppliers
Develop both demand and supply side capacity
Secure development funding
Install adequate data led monitoring and management capabilities
Ensure adequate skills are in place
Develop robust risk management plan
Develop adequate health and safety protocols including traceability
Develop R&D capacity
Develop clear and transparent communication strategy

OLDER PEOPLE LIVING WITH FRAILTY
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OLDER PEOPLE LIVING
WITH FRAILTY
CO-DESIGNING FUTURE CARE & SUPPORT

Aim:
An integrated model of care and support for older
people living with frailty, designed together by the
people receiving the support and those delivering it
across Northern Devon
Objectives:
1. To understand what matters to older people
living with frailty, their families and carers and how
they would feel best supported to live healthy,
independent lives
2. To understand the barriers to delivering the care
and support identified
3. To understand the current provision
4. To understand future demand and risks
5. To consider what current and future enablers
may be available
6. To co-design an integrated model of care
Steering Group members:
Chair: Andrea Beacham, OND Programme Manager
Lindsay Stanbury, Our Future Hospitals Operational Lead
Dr Fiona Duncan, PCN Clinical Lead for Care Homes
Dr Karen Davies, Medical Director, NDHT
Carole McCormack - Devon Senior Voice
Gordon Back, Team Manager, Older Persons Mental Health, DPT
Sue Matthews, Litchdon Patient Participation Group
Matt Hitchins, Our Future Hospitals Admin Manager
Stella Doble, Assistant Director Health & Social Care
Moses Warburton, CCG
Katherine Smith - Group Manager, NDHT
Brian Clifton - Devon Senior Voice, Patient Sector Network
Amanda Bowen - TTVS, Voluntary Sector Rep

OLDER PEOPLE LIVING WITH FRAILTY

Workshop #1 Inputs & Outputs

HEALTHY WEIGHT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
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HEALTHY WEIGHT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Team members:
Obesity is a major factor in poor health,
disease and life expectancy.
This strategy will place the most vulnerable
as its central focus with all work streams
prioritising disadvantaged groups.

Chair: Dr Kay Brennan, CCG Clinical Advisor
Adrian Avery, Torridge District Council
Alex Baker, Petroc
Anita Griggs, Vista Wellbeing
Victoria Barnes, Northern Devon Healthcare Trust
Claire Fox, Action for Children
Elaine O'Flaherty, Devon County Council
Gareth Dix, Active Devon
Hannah McDonald, OND
Sam Ismael, Barnstaple Alliance
Jessica Foy, Action for Children
Jane Jeyes, Devon CCG
Kirsty Hill, Devon County Council
Mark Keeley, One Small Step
Matt De'ath, Parkwood Leisure
Matthew Wright, Lex Leisure
Melanie Smith, One Small Step

We will work with partners to create healthy places
o o Maximise physical activity opportunities engaging
with local leisure providers
o Work with businesses and planning authorities to
support healthy eating-out options
o Improve access to places where people can grow
and share healthy food
o Promote healthy places of work by supporting all OND partner organisations to sign up to the
Healthy Weight Declaration
We will promote healthy lifestyles
o Create a strong Northern Devon presence for national and regional physical activity initiatives
and maximise funding and resources
o Link with schools and local supply chain work to promote healthy eating at school
o Support healthy lifestyle choices in pregnancy, early years and throughout life
o Promote exercise for prevention, treatment & management of chronic disease
o Establish network of ‘healthy weight leads’ in each key organisation in Northern Devon

ACTIVE TRAVEL

Aim:
Create a safe cycling and walking network and
improve walking and cycling routes in
Northern
Devon by bringing all interested parties
together to establish proposals to support our
healthy weight and physical activity objective.
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Team members:

Joint Chair: Dr Kay Brennan, CCG Clinical Advisor
Joint Chair: David Relph, OND
Carole Coombs, OND
Rob Passmore, OND
Andrea Davies, DCC Councillor
John Womersley, OND, CCG
Adrian Avery, Torridge District Council
Steve Pitcher, North Devon Cycling Campaign
Ricky Knight, Bikeabilty
Andy Bowman, ex Town Planner
Chris Fuller, Economic Regeneration Torridge District Coun
Peter Leaver, Barnstaple Town Councillor
Philip Hackett, Torridge Councillor
Andrew Saywell, County Councillor
Robbie Mack, North Devon Green Party

The Active Travel group has been focussing on
the rural challenges of implementing and
influencing the Transport Infrastructure and
Local /Neighbourhood Plans. Kay Brennan and Andrea Beacham have met with Local Plan
Lead officers and Highways and Travel officials from DCC to discuss shared priorities
including reducing net carbon and ‘Our Future Hospital’ project planning. Nik Bowyer from
Devon’s Net Zero Taskforce presented on the consultation outcomes of the Interim Carbon
Plan.

The Active Travel group are now preparing a list of principles to discuss with Local Planning
Officers on the review of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan, which aims to ensure future
developments have a positive impact on local communities.
The ‘Our Future Hospital’ delivery group will present at the next group meeting.

TACKLING INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH
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Team members:
Katherine Allen and
Andrea Beacham are
members of the NHS
Health Inequalities
Improvement Forum
chaired by Dr Bola
Owolabi and Dr Oliver
Hassall is a Health
Inequalities Fellow

NHS England's priorities and planning guidance for
2021/22 for delivery through local Integrated Care
Systems (ICS) includes some key priorities for reducing
health inequalities:

One Northern Devon has
been working on each of
these for some time

Population health management techniques will be used to aid targeted recovery
strategies, promote equitable access and optimal outcomes for all groups
Personalised care: proactive, multi-disciplinary, cross-sector support to be
provided by systems to at-risk groups, those with greatest health inequalities or
most complex needs, and awaiting multiple appointments. NHSEI is working with
systems to develop real-time data tools and techniques to identify these patients
Systems will develop plans for the prevention of ill-health, covering both primary
and secondary prevention deliverables as outlined in the Long Term Plan, and
setting out support for the expansion of smoking cessation services, improved
uptake of the NHS diabetes prevention programme and CVD prevention
Funding for Social Prescribing Link Workers, Health and Wellbeing Coaches, and
Care Coordinators; and the acceleration of existing Comprehensive Model for
Personalised Care requirements, including personal health budgets, social
prescribing referrals and personalised care and support plans
Implementation - working collaboratively across systems to deliver on these
priorities

POPULATION HEALTH MANAGMENT
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Population Health Management (PHM) helps us understand our current, and predict our
future, health and care needs so we can take action in tailoring better care and support
with individuals, design more joined up and sustainable health and care services, and make
better use of public resources.
Our health and care needs are changing: we are living longer with more multiple long-term
conditions like asthma, diabetes & heart disease & the health inequality gap is increasing.

Aim:
To use historical and current data to understand the factors driving
poor outcomes in different population groups.
To design new proactive models of care which will improve health and
wellbeing today as well as in 20 years’ time. This could be by stopping
people becoming unwell in the first place, or, where this isn’t possible,
improving the way the system works together to support them.
PHM is a partnership approach across the NHS and other public
services including: councils, the public, schools, fire service, voluntary
sector, housing associations, social services and police. All have a role
to play in in addressing the interdependent issues that affect people’s
health and wellbeing.
For example, adults and children who live in cold, damp housing may
be more likely to develop respiratory problems over the next 20 years
because their lungs are affected by the mould spores in their home. If
we improved their housing now by working with partners such as local
councils and housing associations, they may not end up with various
health conditions in the future which can result in poor quality of life
(conditions like asthma, chest infections, and other respiratory
problems) and could avoid the need for multiple health and care
services (see OND Fuel Poverty strategy)
Northern Devon pilot cohort:
Aged 20-44 AND depression [OR anxiety OR autism OR learning disability] AND obesity AND
living in LSOA with lowest deprivation quintile.
Cohort was chosen as thought to have markers of current and future mental and physical health
problems and significant exposure to social determinants of poor health.
Intervention being tested: Primary Care Flow

Devon is part of the NHS
Wave 2 PHM pilot
In Northern Devon our pilot was led by the
Barnstaple Alliance Primary Care Network
on behalf of the four Networks.
Funding has now been agreed locally to
roll-out the programme to the rest of
Devon. It will fund a local co-ordinator
and analyst time to support Northern
Devon.
The South West Academic Health Science
Network are supporting the roll-out
running 5 x 2 hour workshops for each
Local Care Partnership (LCP).
Data packs from the new One Devon
Dataset will be provided to each locality
and analysts will support the teams to get
the most from the data.
A population group will be chosen by
partners attending the workshop based on
the data and engagement with people
from that population group will be carried
out to understand what matters, what type
of interventions they think would help and
barriers and issues they face.
An intervention will be implemented after
agreeing desired outcomes and measures
and evaluation will follow.

